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Prior to the pandemic and the forced hybrid workforce that emerged, firms were
at different stages of maturity in their operations information and instrumentation
capabilities. While many advances had been made over the past decade through
data captured from workflow tools and improved productional dashboards
(including visual boards gone digital), they largely were designed around
co-located workforces with homogenous processes and were supplemented

When the pandemic hit the Financial Services industry,
early actions and steps taken were to react, respond
and in a sense, survive. But it quickly became evident
that this was an opportunity not just to survive, but to
adapt and thrive. That process of moving from survive
to thrive accelerated many digital and transformation
initiatives in the industry, including automation, a focus
on customer & employee experience, and operational
excellence & control which are the corner-stones of
every well run financial institution.

by active “on the floor” visual management and engagement by capable ops
leaders. The pandemic disrupted that information flow, the benefits of co-location and
certainly the “on the floor” level of engagement.
For a brief period, financial institutions made it work. In fact, the struggle for
survival brought out the best in many institutions. But as it becomes increasingly
clear that the future of work is hybrid remote and onsite work, 1 operating in
emergency mode won’t be enough to bring banks into the next phase of
profitability and success.
Older, established methods of gathering workforce analytics no longer provide
a full picture of how work is done within an institution. Because work is taking
place in more varied times and places than ever before, data about that work
must be captured at the point where work is done if it is to be useful. Banks must
rediscover and re-integrate their data from a different source — a source that
connects with a different kind of workforce and understands variations in capacity
across the whole workforce, ultimately increasing engagement, collaboration, and
productivity. Further complexity has been introduced through the assistance of
automation (BOTS) where the capacity and capability of human and digital works
needs to be jointly managed.

J OY S A N T O S H
Executive Vice President,
Head of Operations at ActiveOps, North America
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“This transition into a hybrid work environment can be overwhelming for some
institutions, not for fear of data, but because the data is richer or more complex
than ever before,” explained Jude Pinto, Principal/Founder at JPinto Advisory,
Inc, a workforce management and banking transformation advisory company.
Pinto explained that thriving in a hybrid environment requires banks to capture
the right kind of data in real-time, understand what it means, and enable an
infrastructure that can support this new work environment on a long-term
basis. This is not a one-time exercise to back-up a hybrid remote plan, but
rather a continuous effort that will result in an effectively managed workforce.
“The end objective should be to re-establish and enhance the reliability and
timeliness of ops information flows and insights which improves capability
around engagement, performance management, coaching and production
planning for a new hybrid workforce,” Pinto said.
Banking institutions navigating the return to the physical office space for a
portion of employees are beset by a brand-new learning curve. Taken all at
once, concerns about which individuals or roles can remain remote, to what
that means for headcount, and, even more importantly, what that means for
employee experience and turnover might seem like an overwhelming or
insurmountable challenge. But institutions fueled with the right data now
can approach this transition with confidence — and it’s critical that banks put
instrumentation in place to capture their baseline data as quickly as possible
to ensure they get hybrid remote workforce planning right and not miss out on
the opportunity.
In this report, we’ll explore the three layers of hybrid data that institutions
can use to plan a smooth, efficient, and effective transition into a fully
hybrid workforce:
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Three layers of hybrid workforce data for financial institutions
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L AY E R 1 :

People – Capability Planning
Who is available to work, and are they trained to do that kind of work?

The first layer of hybrid data financial institutions must monitor is its workforce
capability and availability for work, specifically who is available to perform certain
tasks and whether they are working remotely or in the office. This is also crucial
data to have when making decisions about which roles or teams can continue
working remotely at no risk to their productivity. In some cases, it can be to the
advantage of their productivity; some teams or individuals may discover they are
more productive in a remote workplace.
There are serious consequences when a bank doesn’t have insight into this data.
This scenario leads to shortage of resource, mis-timed capacity, and backlogs of
work to be processed that inevitably affect the customer experience. Especially in
the absence of traditional touchpoints of in-office work, this can be overwhelming
and the lack of coordination can eat into employee morale and engagement,
leading to lower productivity and higher turnover.

Of course, it’s not just about the availability of people to work. It’s also a matter
of whether or not employees are equipped to work remotely, and managers are
equipped to manage remotely. The shift to hybrid remote work is essentially a
shift in a bank’s business model, which requires training, resources, and support
to navigate successfully.
“Many leaders in banking have been trained to be fantastic on-the-ground
managers who can read the pulse and engagement level of their teams when
walking about having daily standups,” Jude Pinto said. “Leaders need new,
targeted, customized training to help them discover other ways to collaborate
and build community until they can get to the same level of awareness and
engagement, even in a different work mode.”

The Team Manager is the point of maximum
leverage between the enterprise, the
leadership, and the wider workforce. They
will play a critical role in making this transition
successful, and the best way to make it easy
on them is to provide them the right tools,
ensure they have access to meaningful
operational data and coach them to use it
in the most effective way.
J OY S A N T O S H
Executive Vice President,
Head of Operations at ActiveOps, North America
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L AY E R 2 :

Time – Capacity Planning
How much time is available for an employee to do their core work?
Does it match the time required to do the work?

The next layer of hybrid data institutions must collect to make informed decisions
about their workforce focuses on time. More specifically, organizations must have
a clear idea of what time is available to do the work and how that compares to the
time (and customer-driven timeliness) required to do the work. It’s a look at how
an employee balances the specific work and commitments they’re responsible for
within a working day and, ultimately, it allows managers to ensure that employees
are doing the optimal level of work for the time they have.
In a hybrid remote context, we can see the need for insight into time in the fact
that working from home means people will be working at different times, whether
it means working early in the morning to navigate limited childcare or working
late into the evening to care for an elderly parent. Financial institutions can make
better decisions when they can see how work hours translate into productivity
levels and use those insights to make decisions about where people work.
“Work is very explicitly not a place, anymore. It is an activity,” explained

Michael Cupps, Senior Vice President of Marketing at ActiveOps. “What
financial institutions need is not always to have employees back in the office,
but rather to have insights into whether or not employees are optimizing the
use of resources and delivering the necessary outcomes — and for many roles,
that can happen anywhere.”

The hybrid future presents financial institutions
a great opportunity to reimagine Productivity.
We’ve always known Efficiency and Effectiveness
and we now can include Engagement in this mix.
The common denominator continues to be time
and here is where the collection and visualization
of simple and specific data can help the most.
J OY S A N T O S H
Executive Vice President,
Head of Operations at ActiveOps, North America
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L AY E R 3 :

Work – Performance Analysis
How did we perform against the work we had, what work is “in the queue,”
and what work is anticipated to come?

These insights into hybrid workforce data allow managers and employees to
explore performance and wellbeing metrics at any or all work locations. Armed
with this data, banks can make decisions about specific employees or type of
work or tasks to be done in the office or at home and make effective efforts to
harmonize the balance of work for the greater good of both the employee and
customer experience.
One way institutions can think about this question is to consider whether or not
there’s enough data about what employees and managers are experiencing. For
example, as a credit approval moves through the system, is there a clear sense of
the accuracy and speed at which it is approved? Or, if there were a spike in this
kind of work, a clear sense of what extra training would be required to prepare
other support staff? Having a clear sense of work in progress versus expectations
for upcoming work and the talent available to tackle it helps financial institutions
work more effectively, manage and optimize their resources, and respond to new
challenges, no matter the shock or change impacting the workload.

Visibility into the work that is being done also gives financial institutions an
opportunity to keep a close eye on employee performance, which is closely
tied to employee experience and wellbeing. Having access to the right data
at the right time could help managers make decisions that would help balance
performance, and well-being. For example, a manager would be able to see
whether or not employees are taking breaks, or, if employees are not taking
breaks, a manager would be able to proactively check in and assess whether
or not the employee is overwhelmed and identify coaching opportunities to
avoid burnout.
“Performance and engagement are two sides of the same coin because
employees who feel engaged in the workplace are going to be more productive
than those who feel less engaged,” said Joy. “You’ll see higher levels of
commitment and more passion behind their ideas. And on the opposite side,
you’ll see lower productivity, higher complaints, and higher levels of attrition
among employees with low engagement.”

Financial institutions are moving toward a fascinating
hybrid blend of office and home, automation and human.
When they have the tools required to understand actual
capacity and load balance of employees, and those
employees are effectively cross-trained for the new
environment, data excellence delivers incredible results
in productivity and capacity optimization.
JUDE PINTO
Principal/Founder at JPinto Advisory, Inc
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PEOPLE
Capability Planning

Three layers of hybrid workforce
data for financial institutions
Here’s a look at how a hypothetical enterprise financial institution can peel
back the three layers of hybrid workforce data to create a customized and
purposeful approach to the future of work.

Setting the Stage
Before the pandemic, the United States financial institution Example Credit

TIME
Capacity Planning

Union (ECU) implemented a performance management system that relied
on pulse surveys and frequent 1:1 meetings as well as traditional in-person
productivity monitoring such as time-tracking.
The pandemic required the bank to shift back-office talent into remote work
while maintaining limited staffing at branches that remained open throughout
the pandemic.
Looking ahead to the re-opening of the office and an increasingly safe
work environment, ECU has some difficult decisions to make.

WORK
Performance Analysis
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PEOPLE – Capability Planning
Who is available to work, and are they trained to do
that kind of work?
ECU begins by opening up the office and requesting 50% of team members to
return to the office by a certain date.
But right away, problems come to a head:
While some employees are eager to return to the office, others are reluctant.
They’ve been able to do their jobs just fine from home, so they don’t understand
why they need to come back full-time. Without a clear response from
management, resentment builds into disengagement.
Furthermore, without a clear understanding of ECU’s total capacity, workflows
begin to falter. The customer experience is affected, and morale continues to dip
as employees feel behind on their work and overwhelmed.
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TIME – Capacity Planning
How much time is available for an employee to do
their core work? Does it match the time required to
do the work?
As time goes on, some individuals return to the office while some continue
to work remotely. Within a given team, different individuals have different
schedules, so the sense of camaraderie and cohesiveness slowly
deteriorates. Without easy access to data around how each team member

The new paradigm of hybrid work
brings flexibility, balance, and new
levels of productivity to everyone who
takes part in it. Moving from ideation
to innovation of this new workplace
starts with a data-driven operation to
navigate through change effectively
and efficiently.

contributes to the workload, it’s also difficult to tell who is maintaining high
levels of productivity and who is working off-hours to the detriment of the
team’s overall output.

MICHAEL CUPPS
Senior Vice President of Marketing at ActiveOps
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WORK – Performance Analysis
How did we perform against the work we had, what
work is “in the queue,” and what work is anticipated
to come?
As customers adapt to new hybrid models, ECU sees the need for
variation in the types of banking it offers. Perhaps home improvement
loan inquiries start to rise, while auto loans decrease with less people
commuting. ECU now needs to create a labor pool that can accommodate
both types of work within appropriate local and institution regulations. This
requires agility in planning and forecasting skills training along with work
queues for credit, fraud, or origination tasks.

Outcome
As a result of capturing real-time data around its layers of people, time,
and work, ECU was able to take control over its productivity, capacity,
performance, and engagement — and create the necessary infrastructure
to ensure it would be able to deal with future change faster than ever.
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Data-empowered decision-making
in a hybrid world
Hybrid work comes with high stakes. Getting it wrong will result in a massive
cost for financial institutions — but getting it right will lead financial institutions into
a world of new opportunity and possibility. The difference between one scenario
and the other lies in whether or not an institution is making decisions based on its
own unique data.

Implementing seamless data capture at the point of work, regardless of where
the work is done, opens insights and analysis to lead large scale operations into
the world of the Hybrid Workplace. Flexible and agile workforce management
will be the new competitive advantage.
Few financial institutions were prepared to take on the challenges of hybrid
remote work as the pandemic hit, as they hadn’t put the systems in place or
developed the skills necessary to support it. But today those institutions have
a chance to capture that data, analyze it, and put it to use for the good of their
employees and customers and the future success and competitiveness of
the business.
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A Management
Process Automation
Software Company
ActiveOps helps organizations turn operational management from
a guessing game into a game-changing source of efficiency and
value. Our platform – including Workware+, the Active Operations
Management (AOM) Method and OpsIndex – provides real-time
employee productivity monitoring and workforce management
technologies for a 360° view of your operations – both digital
and human.
With more than 20 years’ experience managing complex operations
in labor- and knowledge-intensive industries such as banking and
insurance, ActiveOps enables managers to transform productivity,
secure employee wellbeing and create a platform
for confident, constant transformation and market leadership.

Learn More

Request Demo
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